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Background to the Introduction of EM


Background
◦ Student diversity as a result of universal access to
higher education
◦ Increased competition between private universities due to
the falling birthrate
◦ Few choices available for the small-scale women's university
◦ The only choice：An original university with special
characteristics



Solutions
◦ Individual attention・Introduction of an educational model
based around the individual
◦ Synthesis of education and student support
→ Education with built-in structural student support
◦ Further developing the concept towards EM



Why is EM necessary for us ?
◦ Solving the problems related to changing University education
◦ Student diversification
 Under-prepared students
◦ Expansion and change of the importance of student support
 Student support to increase the effectiveness of education
 Support for learning(eliminating anxiety and set-backs)



Why is it as EM ?
◦ Isn't it simply reform of student support ?
 Having one objective does not mean that objectives change
in associated departments
 Results are improved with systematic and organized efforts

◦ Investment results are improved by pooling resources
◦ The need for systematic and organized implementation
◦ The need for change of consciousness in staff and the
organization (and shared awareness of aims)

Basic Philosophy of EM
• Total Student Support: Support for education and student life
from before entering university until after graduation
• Integrated individualized education and student life support
• By management across the organization, the various support
measures to achieve this are managed comprehensively.
• Planning, implementation and evaluation based on data (facts)
→ IR (Institutional Research)
(Our Concept)
– EM is not support strategies for individual students
– EM is integrated management

Promotion of EM
• Main thrust of EM
– Management system and organizational measures
⇒ Organizational structure with the EM・IR Section as its core
– Systemization of efforts to achieve aims
⇒ EM policy and clarification of aims
– Strategies based on thorough data research and results
⇒ IR(Institutional Research)or EM‐IR
• Role of the EM・IR Section
– Collation of plans and implementation related to EM activities
and important undecided matters
– Follow‐up of progress on the implementation of EM measures
(PDCA administration)
– Survey and analysis related to implementation (IR)
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EM Policy System during University
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Our Approach This Time
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・Comprehensive student evaluation
Koka Life Album, course evaluation,
placement test, self‐evaluation report,
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・Improvements in school environment
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・Educational reform
・FD (Curriculum reform, teaching
methodology reform, training, course
evaluations
・ LC（Manabu etc.）
・First year education
・Fostering a sense of belonging
・Religious events, founding principles etc.
・Social development (greetings campaign
etc.) ）

University
Environment

・Peer support, peer support forum
・Tracking support, special needs support
・Economic support, housing
・Policies to prevent dropout
・Class advisor system
・Student leader training

・Support for student activities (clubs,
school festival)
Career
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・Developing career education
・Support for career development
・Support for gaining qualifications
・Support for job‐seeking activities

System for Training Student Leaders
The Need for a Student Leader Organization
(1) In order to energize active learning in students, it is important to
promote various efforts outside the regular curriculum as well as
reform the regular curriculum.
(2) Extracurricular activities (clubs and circles) are a very important
forum for self‐development in the students, but considering the
recent diversity in student abilities, they are not sufficient as a
forum to promote active learning in students.
(3) Therefore, it is important to utilize a variety of new approaches and
spheres of activity, and opportunities for collaboration between
students, teaching staff and administrative staff, which until now
have not been considered.

(4) At Koka, student leaders have played an important role in such
projects as freshers’ induction courses and Open Campus, but
the projects have not been connected with each other, and
there has not been enough opportunities to build on experience,
so there has not been a system where students’ active learning
can be nurtured to a higher level. Moreover, there are projects
such as the Adult Basic Skills Training Grand Prix, but these
remain at the level of efforts of a small number of staff
members, and there is no structure to facilitate a university‐
wide approach.
(5) A new guarantee of active learning is required in universities,
namely, as a clear, unified policy for the university as a whole,
consideration of what kind of forum is being offered, how will
student development be evaluated and what reforms will be
made based on those evaluations.
(6) Ideas about new, existing and future forums can be collated,
and a step‐by‐step approach can be taken to create a basis for
comprehensive student support measures for active learning
through extracurricular activities.

Policy to Energize Student Active Learning
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＋

Promotion of Activities
outside Class

① Efforts by Individual Teachers
② Creation of a Specialized
System
③ Collection and Analysis of
Data

Building a student leader system for
the whole university

Three Principles
１ Creation of places for activities
２ Support from teachers and administrators
３Utilizing current students organizations

× Create a new

student leader organization
○ Strengthen current student organizations

Student governing organization
Strengthen “Student Association Central Committee”
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Activities in 2014

Welcome BBQ for Freshers

Conclusion
1. “Enrollment Management” (EM), a comprehensive support
measure for students in their education and academic life from
before admission until after graduation, was introduced to change
the mechanism of student support, in response to the
diversification of students associated with universal access to
university.
2. In order to promote EM, organization maintenance is carried out
by the EM‐IR Section under policy based on IR.
3. Training student leaders is one aspect of EM policy to strengthen
students’ active learning.
4. This approach to organization has (1) pioneered a new area of
activity, (2) used a new type of collaboration between students
and staff, and (3) achieved a new form of amalgamation with the
existing organization.
5. Currently, unstinting activity is continuing, aimed at the
completion of the organization.

